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Latent Dirichlet Allocation

I LDA provides a generative model that describes how the
documents in a dataset were created

I Each document is a collection of words, generated according
to a multinomial distribution, one for each of K topics

I So the process is, roughly:

1. Choose a number of topics
2. Choose a distribution of topics, and create a document from

this distribution
3. For each topic, generate words according to a distribution

specific to that topic

I The goal of inference in LDA is to discover the topics from
the collection of documents, and to estimate the relationship
of words to these



Uses and applications

I Topic models are algorithms for discovering the main themes
that pervade a large and otherwise unstructured collection of
documents

I Can be used to organize the collection according to the
discovered themes

I Topic modeling algorithms can be applied to massive
collections of documents

I Topic modeling algorithms can be adapted to many kinds of
data. among other applications, they have been used to find
patterns in genetic data, images, and social networks



Latent Dirichlet Allocation: Details

I Consider we have D (I ) documents conisting of V (J) words
each

I Assume we know that there are K topics in our corpus. Each
topic describes a multinomial distribution over the V words,
where βk is the multinomial distribution over the words for
topic k .



Latent Dirichlet Allocation: Details

I For each document, the LDA generative process is:

1. randomly choose a distribution over topics (a multinomial of
length K )

2. for each word in the document

2.1 Probabilistically draw one of the K topics from the
distribution over topics obtained in (a), say topic βk (each
document contains topics in different proportions)

2.2 Probabilistically draw one of the V words from βk (each
individual word in the document is drawn from one of the K
topics in proportion to the document’s distribution over topics
as determined in previous step)

I The goal of inference in LDA is to discover the topics from
the collection of documents, and to estimate the relationship
of words to these, assuming this generative process



More formal description of LDA

For each document:

1. draw a topic distribution, θd ∼ Dir(α), where Dir(·) is a draw
from a uniform Dirichlet distribution with scaling parameter α

2. for each word in the document:

2.1 Draw a specific topic zd,n ∼ multi(θd) where multi(·) is a
multinomial

2.2 Draw a word wd,n ∼ βzd,n



Illustration of the LDA generative process

answering two kinds of similarities: assessing the similarity between two documents, and assessing the associative 
similarity between two words. We close by considering how generative models have the potential to provide further 
insight into human cognition. 

2. Generative Models 

A generative model for documents is based on simple probabilistic sampling rules that describe how words in 
documents might be generated on the basis of latent (random) variables. When fitting a generative model, the goal is 
to find the best set of latent variables that can explain the observed data (i.e., observed words in documents), 
assuming that the model actually generated the data. Figure 2 illustrates the topic modeling approach in two distinct 
ways: as a generative model and as a problem of statistical inference.  On the left, the generative process is 
illustrated with two topics. Topics 1 and 2 are thematically related to money and rivers and are illustrated as bags 
containing different distributions over words. Different documents can be produced by picking words from a topic 
depending on the weight given to the topic. For example, documents 1 and 3 were generated by sampling only from 
topic 1 and 2 respectively while document 2 was generated by an equal mixture of the two topics. Note that the 
superscript numbers associated with the words in documents indicate which topic was used to sample the word. The 
way that the model is defined, there is no notion of mutual exclusivity that restricts words to be part of one topic 
only. This allows topic models to capture polysemy, where the same word has multiple meanings. For example, both 
the money and river topic can give high probability to the word BANK, which is sensible given the polysemous 
nature of the word. 
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Figure 2. Illustration of the generative process and the problem of statistical inference underlying topic 
models  

 

The generative process described here does not make any assumptions about the order of words as they appear in 
documents. The only information relevant to the model is the number of times words are produced. This is known as 
the bag-of-words assumption, and is common to many statistical models of language including LSA. Of course, 
word-order information might contain important cues to the content of a document and this information is not 
utilized by the model. Griffiths, Steyvers, Blei, and Tenenbaum (2005) present an extension of the topic model that 
is sensitive to word-order and automatically learns the syntactic as well as semantic factors that guide word choice 
(see also Dennis, this book for a different approach to this problem).  

The right panel of Figure 2 illustrates the problem of statistical inference. Given the  observed words in a set of 
documents, we would like to know what topic model is most likely to have generated the data. This involves 
inferring the probability distribution over words associated with each topic, the distribution over topics for each 
document, and, often, the topic responsible for generating each word. 
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(from Steyvers and Griffiths 2007)



Topics example

1. Introduction 

Many chapters in this book illustrate that applying a statistical method such as Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA; 
Landauer & Dumais, 1997; Landauer, Foltz, & Laham, 1998) to large databases can yield insight into human 
cognition. The LSA approach makes three claims: that semantic information can be derived from a word-document 
co-occurrence matrix; that dimensionality reduction is an essential part of this derivation; and that words and 
documents can be represented as points in Euclidean space. In this chapter, we pursue an approach that is consistent 
with the first two of these claims, but differs in the third, describing a class of statistical models in which the 
semantic properties of words and documents are expressed in terms of probabilistic topics. 

Topic models (e.g., Blei, Ng, & Jordan, 2003; Griffiths & Steyvers, 2002; 2003; 2004; Hofmann, 1999; 2001) are 
based upon the idea that documents are mixtures of topics, where a topic is a probability distribution over words. A 
topic model is a generative model for documents: it specifies a simple probabilistic procedure by which documents 
can be generated. To make a new document, one chooses a distribution over topics. Then, for each word in that 
document, one chooses a topic at random according to this distribution, and draws a word from that topic. Standard 
statistical techniques can be used to invert this process, inferring the set of topics that were responsible for 
generating a collection of documents. Figure 1 shows four example topics that were derived from the TASA corpus, 
a collection of over 37,000 text passages from educational materials (e.g., language & arts, social studies, health, 
sciences) collected by Touchstone Applied Science Associates (see Landauer, Foltz, & Laham, 1998). The figure 
shows the sixteen words that have the highest probability under each topic. The words in these topics relate to drug 
use, colors, memory and the mind, and doctor visits. Documents with different content can be generated by choosing 
different distributions over topics. For example, by giving equal probability to the first two topics, one could 
construct a document about a person that has taken too many drugs, and how that affected color perception. By 
giving equal probability to the last two topics, one could construct a document about a person who experienced a 
loss of memory, which required a visit to the doctor.       

word prob. word prob. word prob. word prob. 
DRUGS .069 RED .202 MIND .081 DOCTOR .074

DRUG .060 BLUE .099 THOUGHT .066 DR. .063
MEDICINE .027 GREEN .096 REMEMBER .064 PATIENT .061

EFFECTS .026 YELLOW .073 MEMORY .037 HOSPITAL .049
BODY .023 WHITE .048 THINKING .030 CARE .046

MEDICINES .019 COLOR .048 PROFESSOR .028 MEDICAL .042
PAIN .016 BRIGHT .030 FELT .025 NURSE .031

PERSON .016 COLORS .029 REMEMBERED .022 PATIENTS .029
MARIJUANA .014 ORANGE .027 THOUGHTS .020 DOCTORS .028

LABEL .012 BROWN .027 FORGOTTEN .020 HEALTH .025
ALCOHOL .012 PINK .017 MOMENT .020 MEDICINE .017

DANGEROUS .011 LOOK .017 THINK .019 NURSING .017
ABUSE .009 BLACK .016 THING .016 DENTAL .015

EFFECT .009 PURPLE .015 WONDER .014 NURSES .013
KNOWN .008 CROSS .011 FORGET .012 PHYSICIAN .012

PILLS .008 COLORED .009 RECALL .012 HOSPITALS .011

Topic 56Topic 247 Topic 5 Topic 43

 
Figure 1. An illustration of four (out of 300) topics extracted from the TASA corpus. 

 

Representing the content of words and documents with probabilistic topics has one distinct advantage over a purely 
spatial representation. Each topic is individually interpretable, providing a probability distribution over words that 
picks out a coherent cluster of correlated terms. While Figure 1 shows only four out of 300 topics that were derived, 
the topics are typically as interpretable as the ones shown here. This contrasts with the arbitrary axes of a spatial 
representation, and can be extremely useful in many applications (e.g., Griffiths & Steyvers, 2004; Rosen-Zvi, 
Griffiths, Steyvers, & Smyth, 2004; Steyvers, Smyth, Rosen-Zvi,  & Griffiths, 2004).  

The plan of this chapter is as follows. First, we describe the key ideas behind topic models in more detail, and 
outline how it is possible to identify the topics that appear in a set of documents. We then discuss methods for 
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(from Steyvers and Griffiths 2007)

Often K is quite large!



Probablistic Topic Models

I Consider P(z) as the distribution over topics z in a particular
document and and P(w |z) as the probability distribution over
words w given topic z .

I Each word wi in a document (where the index refers to the
ith word token) is generated by first sampling a topic from the
topic distribution, then choosing a word from the topic-word
distribution

I P(zi = j) is the probability that the kth topic was sampled for
the ith word token

I P(wi |zi = k) is the probability of word wi under topic k

I K is the number of topics

I Then

P(wi ) =
K∑

k=1

P(wi |zi = k)P(zi = k)



Elements of the model

I Let φ(k) = P(w |z = k) refer to the multinomial distribution
over words for topic k

I θ(d) = P(z) refers to the multinomial distribution over topics
for document d

I Text collection consists of D documents and each document
d consists of Nd word tokens, with N =

∑
Nd (the total

tokens in the document collection)

I φ which words are important for which topic

I θ which topics are important for a particular document

I zi is the assignment of word tokens to topics



Graphical model for LDA using plate notation
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Figure 3. Illustrating the symmetric Dirichlet distribution for three topics on a two-dimensional simplex.  
Darker colors indicate higher probability. Left: Į = 4. Right: Į = 2. 

 

Griffiths and Steyvers (2002; 2003; 2004) explored a variant of this model, discussed by Blei et al. (2003), by 
placing a symmetric Dirichlet(E�� prior on I as well. The hyperparameter E can be interpreted as the prior 
observation count on the number of times words are sampled from a topic before any word from the corpus is 
observed. This smoothes the word distribution in every topic, with the amount of smoothing determined by E���Good 
choices for the hyperparameters D and E will depend on number of topics and vocabulary size. From previous 
research, we have found D =50/T and E = 0.01 to work well with many different text collections.  
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Figure 4. The graphical model for the topic model using plate notation. 

 

Graphical Model. Probabilistic generative models with repeated sampling steps can be conveniently illustrated using 
plate notation (see Buntine, 1994, for an introduction). In this graphical notation, shaded and unshaded variables 
indicate observed and latent (i.e., unobserved) variables respectively. The variables I and T, as well as z (the 
assignment of word tokens to topics) are the three sets of latent variables that we would like to infer. As discussed 
earlier, we treat the hyperparameters D and E as constants in the model. Figure 4 shows the graphical model of the 
topic model used in Griffiths & Steyvers (2002; 2003; 2004). Arrows indicate conditional dependencies between 
variables while plates (the boxes in the figure) refer to repetitions of sampling steps with the variable in the lower 
right corner referring to the number of samples. For example, the inner plate over z and w illustrates the repeated 
sampling of topics and words until Nd words have been generated for document d. The plate surrounding T(d) 

illustrates the sampling of a distribution over topics for each document d for a total of D documents. The plate 
surrounding I(z) illustrates the repeated sampling of word distributions for each topic z until T topics have been 
generated.  

Geometric Interpretation. The probabilistic topic model has an elegant geometric interpretation as shown in Figure 5 
(following Hofmann, 1999). With a vocabulary containing W distinct word types, a W dimensional space can be 
constructed where each axis represents the probability of observing a particular word type. The W-1 dimensional 
simplex represents all probability distributions over words. In Figure 5, the shaded region is the two-dimensional 
simplex that represents all probability distributions over three words. As a probability distribution over words, each 
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Interpreting a plate model:
I shaded variables are observed, unshaded are latent
I the hyperparameters α and β are treated as constants in the model (these are

parameters of the Dirichlet distribution)
I arrows indicate conditional dependencies between variables
I plates (boxes) are repetitions of sampling steps, with the lower right corner

variable indicating the number of samples



Estimation and the ”Dirichlet” part

I The Dirichlet is the conjugate prior distribution for the
multinomial, and is used in the Bayesian inference required to
estimate these parameters

I Estimation is performed using (collapsed) Gibbs sampling
and/or variational Expectation-Maximization

I (for us) Implemented in the lda library and can be used with
quanteda dfm objects



Challenges in applying LDA

I How many topics (K )?

I How to interpret (label) the topics?

I Should we expect all topics to make sense?

I Some models are complicated and expensive to estimate


